sight this book of Hosea appears dark and enigmatical "/ and it has been said, with some exaggeration, that its first chapter is probably the most diversely interpreted chapter in all prophetic literature.2 Not alone of this chapter, but of the whole story of Hosea's marital experiences, a bewildering variety of views has been put forward, and it is not my intention in this lecture to attempt to offer a new one to add to the bewilderment, but merely to review those which have continued to find advocates within the last thirty years or so, and to indicate which of them seems to me to be the most likely.
In the first chapter of the book of Hosea we have an account in the third person of the prophet's marital relations. We are told that the Lord's first word to Hosea was to " take a wife (or woman) of whoredom and children of whoredom" , 3 and that in consequence of this word he married Corner the daughter of Diblaim, who subsequently bore three children. To each of these he gave symbolical names, as Isaiah gave symbolical names to his children. 4 The first he called Jezreel, symbolizing a message that God would avenge the blood of Jezreel on the house of Jehu. 6 By this he appears to have meant that for the bloodshed which accompanied the revolution of Jehu vengeance would be taken on his descendants of Hosea's day. Jehu's revolution had been inspired by Elisha, 6 and Elijah had prophesied with apparent approval of the bloodshed that would accompany the downfall of the house of Omri. 1 Not seldom in Israel's history a revolution which was prophetically inspired was subsequently condemned, sometimes by the same prophet. Samuel anointed Saul to be king,2 but later turned against him and condemned him, and promised that his house should not endure. 3 Similarly Ahijah urged Jeroboam I to divide the kingdom,4 but soon lost confidence in the new king and prophesied the downfall of his house.5 It need occasion no surprise, therefore, that so long after Jehu's revolution the prophet Hosea should prophesy evil for his house, especially in view of all the evils which the prophets saw in contemporary conditions under Jeroboam II.
The second child of Gomer was named Lo-ruhamah, 6 or Unpitied, signifying that God would no longer have compassion on the house of Israel, or forgive their sins. 7 The third child was called Lo-ammi, 8 or Not-my-people, signifying God's rejection of Israel from being His people.9
The third chapter of the book of Hosea returns to the story of the prophet's marital relations, but this time in the first person. The prophet himself recounts how God commanded him to love a woman beloved of her paramour 10 and an adulteress, given to this. It was to symbolize that Israel, who had been false to God and had sought other gods, would be for many days without king or prince, or cultic observances, until she returned in penitence to God. 1 In between these two chapters we find chapter ii. continuing the account of chapter i with an oracle in which the prophet says : " Plead with your mother, plead ; for she is not my wife, neither am I her husband : and let her put away her whoredoms from her face, and her adulteries from between her breasts. . . . Upon her children will I have no mercy ; for they be children of whoredom. For their mother hath played the harlot: she that conceived them hath done shamefully : for she said, I will go after my lovers. . . . And she shall follow after her lovers, but she shall not overtake them. . . . Then shall she say, I will go and return to my first husband ; for then was it better with me than now." 2 Here it would seem that the prophet's wife and children are referred to.3 But in the following verses it is the words X"QN N1? to the last clause, and so made the meaning to be that the prophet would refrain from intercourse with her (Die Kleinen Propheten, 3rd edn. (1898), p. 105). Other editors have followed him in this. This would appear to be the meaning, as Ibn Ezra and Kimhi already perceived, though they did not think it necessary to emend the text, but thought it was implied. Cheyne, The Book of Hosea (Camb. B.) (1913 edn.), p. 59, thought the meaning was that Hosea would have no other woman, but this seems less appropriate. In disciplining his wife by denying her intercourse with any man, he was inevitably disciplining himself also, and the more so because of his love for her. F. Buck, Die Liebe Gottes beim Propheten Osee (1953), p. 13 n., favours a suggestion by Bachmann (whose work is not accessible to the present writer), that *?N should be inserted, yielding "J^X *?X ^17] DS1, which he renders " Also I (will) not (belong) to thee ". He compares 2 Sam. i. 21 and Isa. Ixn. 6 for the construction. Ewald, loc. cit. pp. 245, 247, understood the meaning to be " and yet I am kind to thee ", and held that the words could have no other meaning, while J. A. Bewer, A.J.S.L. xxii , 130, thought the meaning was " Yet I on my part am thine ". D. Buzy, R.B., M.S. xiv (1917), 420, denied that there was any seclusion for the woman, but thought the meaning was simply that she would be kept from her lovers. It is hard to see why, in that case, this should be only " for many days ". clear that he has not Corner and her children in mind, but the people of Israel, whose conduct is symbolized in all his own experience, and whose desertion of God is to be punished until she returns to Him, when He will betroth her to Himself for ever.
Within the prophetic books we find many passages which recount the setting of the prophetic oracles in the third person, and these appear to have been culled from prophetic biographies, probably written by the disciples of the prophets. We also find passages in the first person embodying oracles, probably drawn from separate sources which had the form of memoirs of the prophets. In addition there are many oracles with no indication of their setting, which may have come from yet a third type of collection. 1 It is to be observed that in the story of Hosea's marriage, with the intervening chapter which is so closely related to it, we have all three of these types represented. It is likely, therefore, that the three chapters, though related in subject, came from three separate sources. This does not mean that any of them is necessarily inauthentic, though, as will appear later, some scholars reject substantial elements. If, however, the two accounts of Hosea's marital experiences come from different sources, the relation of the one to the other calls for definition, and here is one of the major difficulties which complicate the whole discussion of the prophet's marriage.
Some writers hold that chapter iii is an account of Hosea's marriage parallel to that given in chapter i and that it gives a variant account of the way in which he came to marry his wife, the mother is the land of Israel (La Bible du Centenaire, ii (1947), 708). Against this Gordis, rightly in my judgement, says : " The children who are being called upon to reprove their mother are Hosea's actual children, and they are, naturally, personalities distinct from their mother " (loc. cit. p. 22). It may be noted that Baumgartner (loc. cit.) finds it necessary to delete the last clause in ii. 3 (Heb. 5) on the ground that it is inapplicable to the land. 1 S. Mowmckel first drew attention to this and found three categories of material employed in the compilation of the prophetic books. Cf and that historically what is described in chapter iii. precedes what is described in chapter i. 1 In the English version iii 1 reads : " Go yet, love a woman ", or, in R.S.V., " Go again ". Here, it is suggested, the word rendered " yet " or " again " may be either the addition of an editor who brought the materials together from the various sources to form the present book, or, alternatively, it may attach to something which had preceded in the autobiographical source.2 Rabbi Gordis, to whose view we shall come later, observes that the Hebrew accents make it possible to take the word " again " either with the words that precede or with those that follow, and he prefers to take it with the words that precede, and to render : " The Lord said to me again." 3 It may therefore be agreed that this word cannot be pressed into the service of any theory.
It is curious that chapter iii says nothing about the birth of the children, to which so much importance is attached in the first account. Is it conceivable that the prophet himself, in his own account of his marriage, should pass over without mention so much that is recorded in chapter i ? To this the simple answer is that we do not know that he did. We cannot rule out the possibility that in the source from which chapter iii was taken there stood the story of the birth of Comer's children, which the compiler omitted because he had already included the other account of this.
Much more damaging for this theory is the consideration that in chapter iii it is said that immediately after the prophet bought the woman he was told to love, he isolated her for a period from association with any man, in order to symbolize the fact that Israel would be for many days without king or prince or cultic practices until she returned to the Lord, whereas in chapter ii which could only have been composed after the third child was born, we learn that Gomer has been faithless to her husband, but will yet return to him. Chapter i says nothing about a period of isolation and discipline, but suggests that Hosea became the father of a child by Gomer without delay after his marriage. To interpose the period of delay from chapter iii into the account of chapter i means that Corner's relations with Hosea could scarcely symbolize how Israel would return to the Lord. Unless the woman of chapter iii was Hosea's rightful wife, who after discipline would return to loyalty to him, it is hard to see how she could symbolize Israel's return in loyalty to her rightful God after a period of discipline. It is to be observed that in chapter ii. there is a prophecy of Comer's return to her first husband, with whom it was better for her.1 Who was this first husband ? The view that we are examining accepts the statement of iii 1 that Gomer was an adulteress before Hosea bought her,2 and some of its advocates believe that after her adultery she had become a temple prostitute3 a view to which we shall return and that after her marriage with Hosea she was once more unfaithful to her husband.4 If this is true, then her first husband was not Hosea, and it was not he and Gomer who symbolized God's 208 THE JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY relations with Israel, but the unnamed first husband and Corner.1 It would be curious for the unnamed first husband of this theory, who is so casually referred to in iii 1 and then forgotten or ignored, to be the symbolical representative of God in the story.
Again, if the period of discipline following Comer's marriage to Hosea represented the discipline which should be terminated by Israel's return to God, 2 it is not clear why chapter Ji. should speak of another period of discipline, subsequent to Comer's disloyalty to Hosea, as representing God's discipline of Israel, which should be terminated in her return to Him in loyalty. 3 If chapter iii is concerned with Hosea's marriage with Corner, it would seem necessary to integrate it into the account which can be pieced together from chapters i and ii at a much later time than the prophet's first relations with her. Hence I find it difficult to accept this view of the problem.
By many writers Comer is defended from all charge of adultery. 4 This view would seem to have some formidable difficulties to negotiate. For at the beginning of chapter i we read that the prophet was bidden to marry a " wife of whoredom ", and at the beginning of chapter iii that he was bidden to love a woman who was an adulteress. Assuming for the moment that both refer to the same woman, though not necessarily to the same point in her life, it would seem to be clearly indicated that she was of loose character. To many writers it is unthinkable that the prophet should be commanded to marry such a woman,1 and they therefore seek to explain the language away. It has been suggested that she is described as a wife of whoredom because she was a northern Israelite, and not because she was personally unchaste. 2 If that were so, the prophet should have found similarly opprobrious language with which to refer to himself, since he too appears to have been a northern Israelite. 3 Alternatively, a distinction is drawn between the expression " a wife of whoredom" (0^1 fittfK) and the normal term for a harlot ('"Q'tt), and it is argued that as Isaiah could speak of himself as " a man of unclean lips " because he dwelt among " a people of unclean lips ",4 and not because he was himself impure, so Comer could be described as " a wife of whoredom *' because she dwelt among a people who " went a-whoring " from God, and not because she was personally unchaste. 1 Here the alleged parallel offers no support. For it is clear that in the presence of God Isaiah felt himself to be impure, and it was by the touch of the live coal from the altar that his sin was taken away and he was cleansed. He still lived among " a people of unclean lips ", and if that was a sufficient reason for describing him as " a man of unclean lips ", the position was unchanged.
If it is desired to save Gomer from the charge of Jnchastity, another way would seem to be more promising. This is found in regarding the description of her as proleptic a way which has been followed by many writers of various schools.2 On this view Hosea married a woman who was pure, or whom, at any rate, he believed to be pure, though subsequently she turned to evil. This, however, only spares her character in the premarital stage. On this view, when subsequent experience revealed the true character of Gomer and from his bitter pain the more bitter because of his unquenchable love for her Hosea gained a new insight into the heart of God, he looked back and believed that all had been overruled by God, and so he could in retrospect represent it as though he had been bidden to marry a woman with an evil character. Though unknown to him at the time, she had had a tendency to evil rather than a sinful past.1 But what of chapter iii ? Here the prophet is bidden to take an adulteress, and the fact that he disciplines her before he takes her to himself clearly indicates that he knew that she was an adulteress. If this was prior to his first association with her, as in the view already examined, then the description of her as a " wife of whoredom " is not proleptic. If, on the other hand, it was at a later stage in their relations, we do not really avoid the difficulty. For in Hebrew thought it was no less loathsome to take back an adulterous wife than to marry a woman whose lapses were premarital. But to this we shall have to return.
By some Corner is thought to have been a temple prostitute prior to her marriage with Hosea. 2 We have many references , that the Hebrew SHD means a bridegroom's " best man ", he takes SH in Hos. iii. 1 to be a comparable term, but here to stand for the cultic deputy for the god in the sexual rites. He also holds that Gomer was a similar cultic woman, but one over whom Hosea did not have proper legal control (ibid. p. 157). On the other hand, J. P. Hyatt, op. cit. p. 41, rejects the view that Gomer was ever a sacred prostitute, and J. A. Bewer, op. cit. p. 37, thinks it questionable. H. G. May, A.J.S.L. xlviii (1931-2), 89 ff., finds very extensive traces of ritual prostitution in the Old Testament. He thinks the term aflNfc, which is found in Hos. ii. 7 (Heb. 9), denotes a male sacred prostitute, and holds that the bands of the prophets were professional sacred prostitutes, while the priests are credited with a similar function. Even Hannah is held by him to have functioned as a sacred prostitute. All this seems to me to be going beyond the evidence. L. Waterman, J.B.L. xxxvii (1918), 199ff., thinks Gomer was as religious as Hosea, but in a different way, and that she may have been regarded as a local saint. He thinks she took part in the sexual promiscuity at the religious festivals, but Hosea could bring no charge of adultery for this, and she may have assumed a martyr's attitude in response to his threats and reproaches. This view distinguishes her from a professional sacred prostitute, but brings her " whoredom " into association with the shrines.
to ritual prostitution in the Old Testament, though we are told little about the women who were devoted to a life of shame in the fertility cult of Baal.1 That it was regarded as a life of shame by the common people is by no means certain. We have knowledge of similar classes of women in Babylonia, who were not without respect,2 and it may well be that they were accorded respect in Israel.3 Nevertheless, it is certain that in the authentic faith of Israel ritual prostitution had no legitimate place, and it is hard to suppose that Hosea had anything but condemnation for the whole institution. In modern times Hosea has been psycho-analysed,4 and some explanation has been offered to show why he should feel led to do the thing he most loathed, and marry a woman who lived what he, at any rate, regarded as a life of shame, devoted to a cult and a practice which only called forth his unsparing condemnation. 5 I do not find this satisfying, and I am persuaded that we must look deeper than psychoanalysis for the motives for Hosea's action. This does not of necessity rule out the possibility that Gomer was a temple prostitute, though it seeks some other motive than an attraction to do the thing he most loathed when Hosea married her.
It has further been suggested, though there is no real evidence for this, that it may have been regarded as a specially meritorious thing to marry a woman of this class.1 It is conceivable that amongst a people who practised ritual prostitution such women could be held in sufficient honour to make marriage with one of them a thing of which a man would not be ashamed, or even a meritorious thing. But it is hard to suppose that this appealed to Hosea, who hated ritual prostitution. If he was moved by any instinct that had no deeper source than his own heart, it would be more likely that he would feel it to be a meritorious thing to rescue a woman from such a life than that her past life in itself made her a desirable wife. 2 We are told, however, that it was by the direction of God that he married Gomer, and though this is found in the narrative recorded in the third person, it doubtless goes back to Hosea himself through his disciples.3 How far it is credible that God should really move a prophet to do this is a problem for theology, and not for us here. How far it is credible that a prophet should believe that God was moving him to such an act is a question to which we must return. But, 214 THE JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY as I have already indicated, this does not touch the questions with which we are concerned here. For whatever Gomer was at the time described in i 2, the woman referred to in iii 1, whether Gomer or another, was known to the prophet to be an adulteress before he took her into his home. And adultery was not regarded with less horror than sacred prostitution. A ritual prostitute could not be described as an adulteress in virtue of her profession,1 of course, since in Israelite law there could be no adultery except where a married woman was concerned. The woman of chapter iii again, I observe, whether she was Gomer or another could not be called an adulteress merely because she was the paramour of more than one man, but only because she had been faithless to her marriage bond.
A more thorough-going attempt to save the character of Gomer is made by those who hold that the entire story is allegorical,2 and not historical. Many years ago C. H. Toy argued that chapters i-iii consist of " a mass of separate prophetic productions, originating in different periods, and put together, as was the manner of scribes, by a late editor who made no vigorous attempt at coherency ", and that these chapters have nothing to do with the rest of the book. 3 The separate parts of these chapters he held to be symbolical and to rest on no real marriage of Hosea. More recently, in a different way, Y. Kaufmann has advocated the view that chapters i-iii have nothing to do with the rest of the book, but come from the hand of a prophet who lived in the time of Jehoram, the son of Ahab, 853-842 B.C., quite different from the Hosea of the rest of the book. 1 He finds in chapters i-iii a " prophetic-dramatic allegory ", which is unconcerned with the ethical state of Israel so prominent in the rest of the book,2 and supposes the " wife of whoredom i of 2 to mean merely that Corner wore the clothes appropriate to a harlot, 3 while the woman of chapter iii he differentiates from Corner.4 Others go along different lines, but nevertheless resolve the marriage of Hosea into an allegory, or even a dream,5 without real counterpart in the actual experience of the prophet. 'The reputation of Comer is saved by dissolving her into thin air and dismissing her from the story.
It is improbable that the splitting of the book into two separate works will find much following,6 but the view that the marriage of Hosea is pure allegory and not history does not fall with that hypothesis. It cannot be ruled out off-hand that the prophet presented an imaginary story of his marriage as a parable on which to base his message. Isaiah told the parable of the vineyard,7 but it is not necessary to suppose that it was an actual account of a historical incident. Similarly, it is conceivable that Hosea could have told an imaginary story of his marriage, with the sole purpose of leading up to his message. On this view all that was real was Israel's defection from God, which is so often described in the Old Testament by the terms fornication and adultery.
There are many difficulties in the way of this view, however. In the first place, it has often been pointed out that Comer's name does not appear to be symbolical,8 and it is more likely 1 Op. cit. Ill, i. 93 ff. Kaufmann bases his view on the fact that the literary form is different in i-iii and iv-xiv, while Corner and her children do not figure in the latter. This is not convincing. For Isaiah's sons do not figure after their mention, and Isa. v. 1 ff. is without parallel in the book of Isaiah without forfeiting its claim to be regarded as Isaianic. 
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THE JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY that she was a real woman. Van Hoonacker held that some name was given to her to give verisimilitude to the allegory,1 and suggested that it might have had a significance which the prophet's hearers would divine.2 If the name had any symbolical significance we should have expected it to be indicated, as is done with the other symbolisms in the narrative. Further, if the name Gomer was not the actual name of Hosea's wife, then no verisimilitude would be given to the story; while if her name was Gomer, and yet the story was baseless in fact, a gratuitous reflection was cast on her. 3 Again, we have curious details on which no symbolical meaning is built, such as the fact that the second child of Gomer was a daughter, and that it was after she was weaned that the third child was conceived. Here again Van Hoonacker argued that they were just to give verisimilitude,4 though this is rather to explain them away than to explain them. 1858), 203 f., thought the reason why the second child was represented as a daughter was to emphasize the contrast with the name, since a daughter might be expected to excite more pity.
Far more damaging, in my view, is the fact that it is said that it was by the word of the Lord that Hosea married Corner. The prophets did not lightly bandy the word of the Lord about, and if all that was meant was that the Lord commanded Hosea to speak a parable, it is improbable that more than this would have been said. It is true that there were prophets who lightly used the name of the Lord to authenticate their oracles, but they stand condemned in the Bible, and it is improbable that Hosea was such a prophet. When he said that the Lord moved him to marry Corner, it is more likely that he did feel so moved and did so marry her than that he meant that it was all in imagination. 1 Again, if Comer throughout merely stands for Israel and not also for a real woman, it is hard to see why she should be called a harlot prior to her marriage, or why she should be spoken of as forsaking the Lord before she had become His people.2 The assumption already referred to, that it was in retrospect that the prophet perceived Comer's infidelity, might have some relevance if the marriage were a real one though, as will be seen later, I do not share this view but it could have no relevance on the allegorical view. For Israel could not be said to have forsaken the Lord before His marriage with her. Moreover, the name of 218 THE JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY the first child, Jezreel, and all that was symbolized by that name, was concerned with the house of Jehu, which had ruled for less than a century, rather than with Israel's relations with God from the wilderness days, when Israel became His bride.
A different way of saving Comer's reputation is followed by those who hold that chapter i is historical, while chapter iii is allegorical. 1 Even without chapter iii. it seems to me difficult to avoid the recognition of her infidelity, but to that we shall return. Here I would content myself with saying that there seems no more reason to deny the historical character of chapter iii than that of chapter i. The curious fact that in chapter iii we are told the exact price the prophet paid for the woman he is there said to have taken into his home, where no symbolical use is made of the price in the sequel, argues as strongly against the merely allegorical interpretation of this chapter as the name of Gomer argues against the allegorical interpretation of chapter i. For here it does not seem remotely apt to suggest that the price was named in order to give verisimilitude. The price was fifteen shekels of silver, and a homer and a half of barley.2 A homer and a half of barley contained forty-five seahs. From 2 Kings vii. 1, 16 we learn that when Samaria was relieved from the rigours of famine by the withdrawal of the besieging Aramaeans and the despoiling of the Aramaean camp, the price of barley was two seahs for a shekel. If it be assumed that this was higher than the normal price, and that ordinarily barley may have been sold at three seahs for a shekel, the value of the barley may have been another fifteen shekels of silver, and the total price paid by Hosea may have been equivalent to thirty shekels,3 which was the price at which a slave was valued. 1 But surely this is a most unnatural way of indicating a price, besides the highly conjectural nature of the calculation, 2 and an allegorist who intended to make no use of its curious details might have been expected to say simply that Hosea bought the woman for thirty shekels of silver.3 Both chapter i and chapter iii would seem to stand or fall together as historical or allegorical, and in my judgement the historical view is the better grounded. Some have accepted both chapters as historical, but have held that the woman of chapter iii was not Gomer at all, but another woman. 4 What had happened to Gomer we must not ask. Here, it is believed, we have the account of a second marriage. In favour of this view is the fact that Gomer is not named in chapter iii and the prophet is told to love " a woman " who was an adulteress. It must be agreed that this is a strange way to refer to her if she was already the prophet's wife. The view -6) , 124 n., regards the payment as a mohar, and notes that the equation of the sum paid with the price of a slave has a parallel in the Code of Hammurabi, where the price of a slave, as denned in § 252, is the same as the value of a marriage settlement for a woman of the poorer classes, as denned in § 140. Buzy also, loc. cit. p. 442, thinks the price was a mohar. It is by no means certain, however, that this was so, and H. Schmidt, loc. cit. p. 264, denies that it was a bride price. Similarly W. R. Harper, op. cit. p. 219, thinks the passage is easier to understand if it referred to the purchase price of a slave than if it referred to a mohar. 4 The view that chapter iii has nothing to do with Gomer has been common, both with writers of the allegorical school and with some of those who understand the passages literally. So amongst others, S. 
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that chapter i and chapter iii are parallel accounts of the marriage of Hosea taken from different sources is not embarrassed here, since on that view Gomer was not already the prophet's wife and this is the introduction to the story in this account. As has been said, however, it is other difficulties which stand in the way of that view. The main difficulty which stands in the way of the view that chapter iii concerns a different woman is that in that case both of these women, Gomer and the other, symbolize the wayward people of God. The interpretation of the two marriages speaks strongly for the identification of the wife of the one with the wife of the other. It cannot be supposed that the prophet wished to say that God betrothed Israel to Himself, but when she turned from Him He turned to find another bride.1 Surely it is clear, and the interpretation makes it quite explicit, that Israel is symbolized by the bride in both cases.2 In both it is indubitable that the bride is represented as an unfaithful and adulterous woman, and in both we find a message of Israel's ultimate return to the Lord, which could only be symbolized by the final return of the bride to faithfulness.3 There is surely no need to find two marriages here, and the hypothesis seems to me to be entirely without foundation. 1 Even if chapter iii is excluded from the consideration of Hosea's marriage to Comer, we should not be left without difficulties. Gomer is then held to have been a pure woman, whom the prophet married, and who bore him children in faithful wedlock. The description of her as a " wife of whoredom " is held to reflect not on her personal character, but to be due solely to the fact that she represents unfaithful Israel. The actor who is given the part of lago need not himself be a bad man. Then, on this view, when Gomer successfully bore the prophet children, he gave them symbolical names, which became the texts of his messages to Israel and which in no way reflected his domestic circumstances. If chapter i is studied by itself, there is little difficulty about this view. It is agreed by all that Jezreel was the child of Hosea, since it is explicitly said that Gomer bore this child to him. It may be without significance that " to him " is omitted in the case of the other children, and Lo-ruhamah and Lo-ammi could just as easily be the texts of messages to Israel without reflecting disloyal relations between Gomer and Hosea as Jezreel could be, and no connection with the personal history of the prophet be found here. All this may be granted. It is chapter ii, however, which stands most obstinately in the source, and may have been uttered on a separate occasion. Nevertheless chapter i is their background, and I see no reason to deny them to Hosea. It is surely significant that each of the three chapters ends on the same note. In chapter in it cannot be eliminated, save by the desperate expedient of eliminating the whole chapter. It would seem to be wiser to find in the presence of this note at the end of all three chapters evidence that this belonged to the authentic message of Hosea. If we first excise what we do not like, it is not convincing to be told that after the excision no trace of it is left. J. . 1-3) , ii. 14-23 (Heb. 16-25) and iii. 5, in the interests of his theory that chapter iii. records how Hosea staged an action for divorce against his wife, but then made a volte-face in the middle of the proceedings. This does not seem a natural interpretation of the chapter, and the necessity to deal violently with the text is a serious weakness.
1 Nowack, op. cit. p. 25, notes that if chapter iii concerned another woman it would really be irrelevant, and L. Pillion, loc. cit. col. 1912, observed that to be perfect the symbolism required that it should be the same woman. Cf. also B. W. Anderson, Interpretation, viii (1954), 297, where it is concluded that chapter iii is " theologically inseparable from the story of Gomer-Israel".
way of this view, and it would be necessary not merely to isolate chptaer i from chapter iii, but also from chapter ii, which is most intimately connected with what goes before. Here we find plays on the names of the children recurring, in a way that could not be understood without chapter i. Moreover, here Comer's children are declared to be the children of harlotry,1 and she is said to have gone after her lovers.2 It is undoubted that in chapter ii. the interpretation of the symbolism in terms of Israel's experience in relation to God is intermingled with the prophet's words about Gomer, because Israel appears to be in his mind throughout alongside Gomer ; 3 but it is hard to exclude Gomer altogether from this chapter, and most natural to find the references to her dissolving into the references to Israel. Unless Hosea's relations with Gomer had significant points of contact with, and similarity to, God's relations with Israel, there was no symbolism in the marriage. For the above mentioned case of an actor playing the part of a villain is no real parallel. However fine the actor's own character may be, he pretends to be the villain ; and if Gomer were but playing the part of unfaithful Israel, she would at least have to pretend to be unfaithful. Those who seek to save her character do not suggest that she pretended to be unfaithful of this there is no suggestion whatever but rob the marriage of any symbolic relevance to that which it is declared to symbolize. 4 If both chapter i and chapter iii are historical, and both are concerned with Gomer, it is even more difficult to save her character. For here it is said that she was an adulteress, bought for the price of a slave,5 and isolated for a period of probation and purification before being given the status of a wife. It would be carrying prophetic symbolism far to treat a pure woman as an adulteress in order to make her the text of a message which had no relation to her.
Rabbi Gordis, to whom reference has already been made, has 1 Hos. ii. 4 (Heb. 6).
2 Hos. ii. 7 (Heb. 9).
recently put forward the view that chapter i and chapter iii both tell the story of Hosea's marriage with Gomer, but that the facts were differently interpreted because the two chapters come from different periods in the ministry of Hosea. 1 On this view, at one point in his career he interpreted its symbolism in terms of judgement, but later he looked back over the marriage of long ago and saw in it a symbol of the discipline that should lead to restoration. We are here back at the difficulty already noted above, that if chapter Jii tells the story of Hosea's first association with Gomer, then she is described as already an adulteress before she became his wife. She had therefore been the wife of another husband, and the looked-for return to her first husband could not have been to Hosea. Further, we are entitled to ask whether on this view Hosea had really kept his wife under discipline for a time after he first married her, and, if so, whether he is supposed to have given this no symbolic significance until years after. In view of the fact that in both accounts the important thing is the symbolic significance, it is scarcely likely that Hosea attached no symbolic significance to the discipline until years after. Moreover, at the end of chapter i 2 we have a promise of restoration, when Jezreel shall symbolize the gathering together of Israel, and instead of being declared not the people of God they shall be called the sons of the living God.3 This is precisely the same note that we find at the end of chapter iii, with which it is clearly to be connected. Is this also to be referred to the later period in Hosea's life, when he looked back over the events of long ago ? There would be no difficulty about this, were it not for chapter n.4 For here we find a reference to Corner's infidelity to Hosea, followed by a threat of punishment and suffering for her, until she wishes to return to her husband. It is clear that Gomer here represents Israel, and the chapter ends with the promise of Israel's betrothal to God in faithfulness. Again, then, we have the same note as at the end of chapter iii. Is it supposed that as Hosea looked back over his life, he represented the immediately post-nuptial discipline as representing the discipline of Israel that should lead to restoration, and also the bitter experience of Gomer at a later stage in her career, after she had been unfaithful to Hosea, as representing precisely the same thing, despite the fact that ex hypothesi he had learned by experience that the immediately post-nuptial discipline had had no effect ? We may therefore turn from these varying views to that which has long commanded more support than any of them, and whose chief fault, as Wheeler Robinson observes, is that it has lost the charm of novelty.1 This is the view that both chapters are historical, and that both concern the same woman, but that the one is not a variant repetition of the other. We have then to ask what is their relation to one another. Not a few scholars have held that chapter in is the sequel to chapter i and this seems to me to be the most satisfactory view.2 Sellin and Budde believed that both were once contained in a single account, written in the first person, and that the compiler threw part of it into the third person.3 That is a conjecture which, in the nature of the case, is unsupported by evidence, though it must be agreed that it would be very strange if one part of the story stood in a biography of the prophet and the other part stood by itself in an autobiography. We need not stay to examine Sellin's attempt to rearrange the verses in a new sequence that is entirely subjective.1 We may be content to recognize that if the two accounts are taken from separate sources, it is possible that the biographical account was fuller than the other for part of the story, even though the autobiographical, in its now lost state, may not have been without reference to it. Indeed, if chapter iii. contains the sequel to chapter i in the prophet's experience, it is hard to see how Hosea could have related the sequel without mention of what went before it. It may be that only the autobiographical account, contained the sequel, though, as has been said, the other account was not without some promise of it.
If, now, we treat the one as the sequel to the other, let us see how far a consistent story results, and how far the message of the prophet is related to the essential conception of God as reflected in his teaching. On this view the prophet was commanded to marry a woman whom he knew to have an evil past, and who bore children to whom he gave symbolic names. These names became in turn the texts on which he based his utterances of denunciation of the house of Jehu, and of the coming judgement of God upon Israel, who were no longer loyal to Him or rightly to be called His people. It is only chapter ii. that shows that Gomer was an adulteress, and that two of her children were not really Hosea's. The same chapter makes it apparent that Gomer left Hosea and went after her lovers,2 who, however, failed her so that she longed for her husband once more, as the Prodigal Son longed for home when he found how delusive were the hopes inspired by the far country. In chapter iii we find that she has fallen into slavery, so that when Hosea finds her he has to buy her back to himself. 3 He buys her back because he 226 THE JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY still loves her, despite her unfaithfulness, and instead of putting her to death for her adultery, as the law empowered him to do, he reclaimed her for himself.1 without payment. On the other hand, it is sometimes thought that the sum was paid to her paramour. It seems unlikely that the paramour would need to be compensated, but rather that he would be fortunate to escape without punishment for his adultery. If Gomer were living in freedom, it might be expected that Hosea could claim her back without any payment. If, however, she had sunk to a condition of slavery, then her master might have to be compensated. If, for instance, she had sold herself, or had been sold, into slavery to pay her debts, her creditor, or the purchaser who had satisfied her creditor, would need to be compensated. Hosea's payment was therefore more probably to buy her freedom than to buy back his marital rights. A. D. Tushingham, J.N.E.S. xii (1953), 154n., thinks the payment was a fee paid to the sanctuary in exchange for its loss of revenue, but theoretically to acquire her from the cult god. He thinks Gomer was a similar cult woman, over whom Hosea did not have power, despite the fact that he married her (p. 157), but that this time he made proper legal arrangements to get another woman completely into his power (p. 159), although this time there is no reason to suppose that he necessarily married her (p. 154n.). It is very improbable that a man would have less power over his wife than over a similar hierodule to whom he was not married. X R. E. Wolfe, Meet Amos and Hosea (1945), p. 86, thinks that "Gomer finally met the doom which Palestinian Society meted out to faithless wives, namely death ". No evidence is offered in support of this, for the sufficient reason that none is available. Wolfe declares that the view which is adopted in the present paper rests on two misconceptions (pp. 81 ff.). The first is the idea that Gomer was unchaste before her marriage, and the second is the idea that Hosea sought to reclaim her after her adultery. He declares, again without a vestige of evidence, that in Hos. i. 2 the phrase rendered " a wife of whoredom " is " a technical term " which means " a woman who was to develop tendencies toward harlotry " (p. 82), and while he admits that as the book now stands it plainly shares the " misconception " that Hosea sought to reclaim Gomer (p. 84), he disposes of this by eliminating, in the manner of Marti, all that conflicts with his interpretation (ibid.). It may be gently pointed out that the suppression of evidence is not evidence, and that while it is true that if we first rewrite a book in accordance with a theory it may then appear to support the theory, something more than the theory is required as the basis of the rewriting, or we are guilty of arguing in a circle. We are offered no serious reason why Hosea could not have sought to reclaim Gomer, or why he could not through the chastening of his own poignant experience have passed from a message of judgement to a message of unquenchable love. It can scarcely be regarded as axiomatic that Hosea could not possibly grow in his understanding of the nature of God or in his expression of God's message to Israel. Even lesser men than Hosea have perceived that God will not quite fit into the wooden moulds we make for Him in our first excursions into theology. 0. Procksch, Theologie des Alien Testaments (1950), p. 154, observes : " Der Prophet hat in seinem Schicksal, das ihm an die tiefsten Lebenswurzeln gegriffen hat, die Later Talmudic law forbade a man to live with an adulterous wife, 1 and L. M. Epstein, speaking of Biblical law, says that " the husband cannot forgive his wife, and his forgiveness has no bearing on the crime of the adulterer ".2 This goes beyond the evidence, since the law says nothing whatever about this. Other oriental codes make specific provision for a husband's forgiveness of an erring partner, 3 and it is likely that in Israel forgiveness was possible, though not encouraged by the law. Certainly not all adulterers and adulteresses were put to death, as the references in the prophets to the adultery that was rampant in some periods abundantly shows. But that forgiveness was possible is clearly indicated by Hosea's forgiveness of Gomer. Had Hosea divorced her, it would have been contrary to the law for him to take her back after she had associated with another.4 But he had not divorced her, 5 and he was therefore free to take her back, just as Deutero-Isaiah tells us that God was free to take Israel back to Himself, since He had not given her a bill of divorce. 1 Nevertheless, Hosea for a time disciplined his wife before restoring her to her lost status.
All this offers a close parallel to Israel's relations with God, as the prophet conceived them. It is not necessary to suppose that Hosea thought of Israel as a harlot, in a metaphorical sense, before God's union with her in the wilderness days. There are passages in the prophets which think of Israel as the faithful bride of God in those days.2 There are others, it is true, which think of her as rebellious and unfaithful even from that time.3 Hosea elsewhere speaks of Israel as the child of God, rather than His bride,4 but he also makes it clear that even in her childhood she did not requite His love and care with the love she should have shown.5 But leaving this aside, Hosea was bidden to marry a " wife of whoredom " to symbolize Israel's disloyalty to God in his own day.6 He is not here looking back to the wilderness period, but concerned with the Israel he saw around him, living in a state of religious promiscuity which he could only characterize by the metaphor of fornication. He could best symbolize God's present relation to Israel by marrying a woman whom he knew to be of an evil past, and of whose immediate loyalty he had little hope.
It is well known that the prophets performed many strange symbolic acts, acts which may well have seemed as revolting to them as they do to us. To the Hebrew nudity was always revolting, and it must have been revolting to Isaiah to walk the streets of Jerusalem naked and barefoot.7 Ezekiel must have found the meal he symbolically ate revolting and loathsome.8 Similarly, Hosea could well have found this marriage loathsome, even though he felt a constraint, which he believed to be of God, to enter into it. Many writers have been concerned with the theological problem as to how God could have bidden Hosea to do something so dreadful as to marry a woman of ill repute with his eyes open to the certainty that she would be unfaithful to him. This is no more relevant to the discussion of what took place than is the theological problem of a lying spirit being sent forth by God to deceive Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah l to the factual study of 1 Kings xxii. However unique Hosea's symbolism is in prophetic symbolism, and however far it goes beyond other examples in unsavouriness in the eyes of the law,2 there is no reason to regard it as impossible that a prophet who wished to bring home to his contemporaries the far more unsavoury character of their religious life should so realistically represent it in symbolic action. Moreover, as many writers have observed, an act which is ethically to be condemned in actual conduct does not become defensible as a Divine command in a vision or an allegory. 3 The first child Gomer bore is stated to have been his,4 but the subsequent children do not seem to have been,5 and the prophet was prepared for this, since it paralleled the experience of Israel, whose religious disloyalty was in his eyes whoredom or adultery. Corner's desertion of him in pursuit of a more exciting life than conjugal loyalty provided was symbolical of that complete rejection of God which the prophet saw in the life of the nation. But for whatever reasons Hosea had married Gomer, he had come to love her, despite all her disloyalty, so that though she had deserted him and brought sorrow and trouble upon herself, he was yet ready to buy her back. In the interpretation which the prophet gives in his oracle in chapter ii. he describes the sorrows which Israel, like Gomer, would bring upon herself.6 But he does not stop there. He speaks also of the way in which God would draw her back to Himself and speak tenderly to her. 1 This is in harmony with the way in which Hosea restores Gomer to himself in chapter iii. Chapter ii speaks of the discipline God will bring on Israel in the laying waste of her vineyards, and in the cessation of her feasts,2 just as chapter iii. speaks of the cessation of her independent government and of her cultic usages.3 But both chapters end on the note of restored relations, with utter loyalty now marking Israel. Just as on this view Gomer had married Hosea and had then been false to him, until she was restored to " her first husband ", so Israel, the bride of God, was faithless to Him and abandoned Him, until she was restored to Him by His own initiative when she showed a chastened spirit. It is clear that Hosea still hoped to win the loyalty of Gomer, comparable to the devotion of Israel to God to which he looked forward, and though we are not told whether after her probation and purification she did give him her loyalty, it is tempting to think it may have been so, and that his love triumphed over her shame.
This view of the prophet's marriage, which is in no sense new, seems to me to be straightforward and relevant. It means that the prophet, who from the beginning knew the waywardness of Gomer as God must have known the waywardness of Israel, yet loved her with a love that could not give her up, and realized that if he so loved a woman who ill requited his love, and loved her until he won her back to himself, not alone by buying her from slavery but by winning her affection and loyalty, God must love Israel with a love transcending his own for Gomer. When he puts into the mouth of God the words : " How can I give thee up, Ephraim ? How can I hand thee over, Israel ? . . . I will not execute the fierceness of mine anger ; I will not return to destroy Ephraim ",4 he perceives that judgement is no more the last word of God than it had been his own last word to Gomer.
One last question remains to be considered, and this brings out the one significant difference between the view I hold and the one so familiar to English readers in the work of George Adam Smith. Was the experience of Hosea the basis or the result of his prophetic vocation ? Both views have found advocates. If we suppose, with Ewald, Wellhausen and George Adam Smith, that Hosea married a woman who was pure or whom at any rate he believed to be pure and only afterwards found that she played him false, and then by reflection on his experience came to realize that God had been leading him through it all to a deeper knowledge of Himself, we are led to the conclusion that his call came through his experience. 1 On the other hand, if we take at its face value the statement that it was by the word of the Lord that he was led to marry Gomer, his prophetic call preceded his experience. 2 It does not seem to me to be quite so simple as either of these views would suggest. The second seems to me to be without question substantially sound. Whether Hosea felt a divine urge to marry Gomer or not, it would appear that he acted as a prophet when Corner's first child was born, before he was aware of her infidelity, and therefore before his bitter experience could have brought him the call that the other school of writers recognize.3 Hence I While not actually the initial summons to a prophet's mission, it was the moment which gave him a distinctive belief. ... It was a moment which also gave him an insight into his past life that enabled him to interpret his marriage to Gomer as obedience to a divine decree." Against the view of Wellhausen, cf. E. Konig, Einleittmg in das Alte Testament (1893), pp. 310 f.
would range myself with those who hold that the call preceded his poignant experience, and I see no reason to doubt that it accompanied his urge to marry Gomer. At the same time it is certain that his experience deepened and enriched his message. At the time of the birth of the three children his word was of judgement, and it was only later that the note of reclamation was found.1 When Gomer left him he breathed out threatenings against her, only to find that love transmuted them into forgiveness and sent him to seek her and reclaim her. 2 In the case of some other prophets we find that in the moment of their call they perceived in germ the essence of the message with which they were charged. This appears to have been so in the case of Isaiah 3 and Jeremiah.4 But there is no reason to suppose that more than one element of the message of Hosea was given to him before his marriage with Gomer, and that the least rich element. His experience was at once the consequence and the basis of his consciousness that God was claiming him for His service. Hence I am persuaded that the call of Hosea was a sustained one, beginning in a moment before his marriage with Gomer indeed, but growing clearer and deeper through the experiences that followed until at last he perceived the full message entrusted to him. Like Another, he learned obedience by the things that he suffered, 1 and because he was not broken by an experience that has broken so many others, but triumphed over it and in triumphing perhaps won back his wife, he received through the vehicle of his very pain an enduring message for Israel and for the world.
